
English 3350: Writing in Professional Contexts  
Course Syllabus for Spring 2013 

 
Dr. John M. Chávez                                                  Section: 1: TR 9:00-10:15am, Holland, Rm. 470 
Email: chavez@dixie.edu                                                                Office Location: Holland, Rm. 455 
Office Phone: (435) 879-4403                   Office Hours: MW 10:30-1:00pm 
 
“Self-analysis is crucial to developing a strong voice. Who am I? Why do I write? Your identity and your self-understanding 
become subliminal parts of your writer’s voice—especially in long-form narrative writing.” 
         —Susan Orlean, “On Voice” 
 
Overall English Department Mission Statement  
The English Department at Dixie State College strives to instill in students an appreciation for the centrality of 
language and literature in human culture, particularly their function in social, historical, and political contexts. 
Students who major in English master skills in analyzing and evaluating texts and other media, as well as 
learning how to produce focused critical essays.  
 
Emphasis Mission Statement (Professional and Technical Writing)  
The Professional and Technical Writing program at Dixie State College of Utah prepares students for careers in 
technical, scientific, medical, legal, and business writing environments. Courses introduce students to the 
procedures and practices that professional writers and editors use regularly, including grant writing, freelance 
writing, interactive media development, magazine production, technical editing, and document design. To 
further enhance their understanding of language and verbal communication, students in our program investigate 
areas such as composition theory, visual rhetoric, and the history of rhetoric, as well.  
 
Course Description  
Fulfills a requirement for English majors pursuing an emphasis in Professional & Technical Writing, and is open 
to other interested students. Introduces the study of written communication in complex human organizations. 
Relates written communication to values, leadership and power in such organizational contexts as media, 
business, professional, social, educational, and political groups. Successful completers will be able to understand 
how writing functions in basic types of organizations, critique the effectiveness of written organizational 
communication practices, and develop their own writing skills. Prerequisite: ENGL 1010 & ENGL 2010 (Grade C 
or higher).  
 
English 3350 Course Goals & Learning Outcomes 
*Please see the list of GE, English Department, and Course specific goals and outcomes attached to the Course 
Resource page. Here’s the link: http://www.dixie.edu/english/File/ENGL%203350%281%29.pdf. 
 
English 3350 Required Course Texts 
Available at the DSC Bookstore.  

 Adobe In-Design CS4: HOW-TOs. John Cruise and Kelly Kordes Anton. 
 The Elements of Business Writing. Gary Blake and Robert Bly. 

 
______________________________________ 
 
English 3350 Course Requirements & Evaluation 
Grades are determined in the following manner: Over the course of the semester, each student will produce 8 
original pieces: 3 reviews, 1 letter to the editor/column, 2 query letters and 2 features. Two of the reviews, the 
letter to the editor and one of the query letters will be collected midway through the semester. This collection of 
work will comprise Portfolio # 1. A third review, a second query letter and two features will be turned in at the 



semester’s end. This collection of work will comprise Portfolio # 2. Because workshops will be conducted 
regularly, all students are expected to present their work for class review at least four times: twice before the 
semester’s midpoint and twice afterward. Everyone is expected to respond in writing to their peers’ drafts, and to 
do so please photocopy and distribute materials during scheduled workshops. Quizzes will be given throughout 
the semester to assess your understanding of the assigned readings. Finally, students will submit their second 
portfolio of writing for their final exam. To pass this course, you must complete every assignment.  
 
English 3350 Course Goals & Student Outcomes 
*Acquired Writing Skills— 
In particular, by the end of English 3350, students will demonstrate their ability to: 

 Assess the relationship of writers to audience and purpose.  
 Understand the value of undertaking the writing process in stages, including planning, brainstorming, 

organizing, drafting, revising and proofreading.  
 Carefully choose, restrict the subject, and create a precise thesis statement that will control the selection, 

arrangement and presentation of material.  
 Use the thesis/purpose statement to control the selection, arrangement and presentation of supporting 

material.  
 Use strategies for creating effective overall structure, including the use of repeated key words, pronouns, 

synonyms, topic sentences, transitions and parallel structure.  
 Know and use organizational and developmental strategies necessary to write individual paragraphs and 

the paper as a whole.  
 Compose introductory paragraphs that attract the reader’s attention, introduce the subject, state the 

thesis, suggest a plan of development and set the tone.  
 Produce conclusion paragraphs that draw on a variety of techniques that bring the discussion to an end, 

and when necessary restate the thesis or summarize the key points.  
 Organize and connect ideas and information in a logical and meaningful order.  
 Develop the thesis throughout paragraphs that contain topic sentences, offer adequate supporting detail 

and join all information with appropriate transitions.  
 Understand the value and process of collaboration in the writing process.  
 Write essays with correct usage and punctuation.  
 Prefer the concrete to the abstract, the specific to the general, and use active and precise verbs. 
 Practice word economy, using only those words, phrases and details that are apt and necessary. 
 Use multiple sentence structures for emphasis and variety.  
 Recognize and avoid logical fallacies, emotional arguments and misleading ambiguities.  
 Recognize and avoid jargon. 
 Use relevant, convincing and sufficient evidence and logic. 
 Recognize and avoid all forms of plagiarism.  

 
*Acquired Research and Source-Supported Writing Skills— 
In particular, by the end of English 3350, students will demonstrate their ability to: 

 Identify needed information and assess the appropriate resources.  
 Competently use the computerized catalog, periodical indexes and the variety of electronic databases 

available for research. 
 Paraphrase, summarize and quote source material.  
 Use the MLA style of parenthetical documentation, bibliographic form and research paper format.  
 Synthesize their research with their own ideas.  

 
Minimal Requirements— 
In order to complete English 3350 with a grade of “C” or higher, each student must satisfy the following 
requirements:  

 Actively participate in class (homework, quizzes, exercises, discussions, workshops, etc.). 



 Write essays for publication.  
 Learn new approaches to document design.  
 Produce multiple revisions of drafts.  
 Critique preparatory and final, formal drafts of students’ papers in small workshop groups.  

 
“Language is not a conveyor belt trundling a cargo of something else called ‘the idea’ but is itself integral to the idea. Poets—those pure 
research scientists in the laboratory of language—might say that language is entirely the idea.” 
         —Emily Hiestand, “On Style” 
______________________________________ 
 
A Quick Word on Success 
If you want to earn an A in this class, here’s some advice: 

1. Don’t miss class (see attendance policy). 
2. Read the assigned reading in full by the date it’s due. 
3. Read actively and critically, which involves marking up the text. 
4. Participate actively in class discussion every day: come with at least one question to ask and/or one idea of 

what you think the text is trying to say or do. 
5. Visit me during office hours with questions or concerns you have, or to discuss ideas for where to take 

your critical inquiry. 
6. Start your writing earlier than the night (or morning) before it’s due. 
7. Don’t sleep in class or talk out of turn (see class conduct policy). 
8. Don’t copy anything from the Internet or any other text in your writing without giving credit. 

If you can’t accomplish the above, expect at best a B as your final grade. 
 
A Quick Word on My Commitment to Your Success 
If you want to know how I view my responsibility, here’s some insight: 

1. I will not cancel class or schedule a replacement instructor unless I am very ill, plan or offer students a 
research day, attend a professional conference, etc. 

2. I will show up every day, prepared and ready to provide you the best guidance I can to help you reach 
your writing goals. 

3. I will protect your right to learn. This includes me asking your peers to leave class if they become 
disruptive, demonstrate a lack of respect for our collective goals, etc. 

4. I will be, with regard to my comments on your work, both honest and empathic at the same time.  
 
English 3350 Course Grade Breakdown 
Provided here are the individual course “Requirements” and the ways in which they contribute to your final 
grade: 
 

Quizzes (6 total)     10% of Final Grade 
Course Participation (discussion, inf. writing etc.) 10% of Final Grade 

 Workshop Participation     10% of Final Grade 
Portfolio # 1      30% of Final Grade 
Portfolio # 2      40% of Final Grade 

 
English 3350 Course Percentage Breakdown 
 

100-95 = A      79-77 = C+ 
94-90 = A-      76-74 = C 
89-87 = B+      73-70 = C- 
86-84 = B      69-60 = D 
83-80 = B-      59-0 = F 



“In the world of magazines and books, the most widely published writers aren’t necessarily the best, but are the most persistent. Unless 
you are on an assigned project, a finished manuscript rarely means a completed project. Writing the story is hard enough, but before, 
during, and after the writing it is usually your job to sell it, too.” 
    —Mark Kramer & Wendy Call, “Building a Career in Magazines and Books” 
______________________________________ 
Institutional & Course Policies 
Because the learning process in a writing course is tied not only to writing itself but also to the mutual 
commitment to collegiality and improving each other’s work, the following course policies are provided to you to 
develop a sense of community. They are expected to be taken seriously and followed respectfully. 
 
Course Conduct Policy 
The classroom is an academic learning environment, and this means certain rules of behavior, etiquette, and 
courtesy should be observed. The class will have a “three strikes and you’re out” policy. In particular, follow these 
rules: 

 When someone is speaking, either the Professor or a student, no one else should be talking.  
 Cell phones are a serious distraction to everyone in the class, including the Professor. Your phone should 

not ring in class, and you should not send or receive text messages under any circumstances. The best 
policy is to either leave your cell phone at home or turn it off when you enter the classroom. (N.b. If you 
are caught texting in class, I will ask you to leave the classroom and receive an absence. If I have to ask 
you three times, you will not be admitted back to class).  

 You may eat, drink, or chew gum in class but please do not make these activities distracting to others.  
 If you sleep, read the newspaper, or do work for another class while attending English 3350, I will 

subtract one (1) point from your participation grade until your participation grade is exhausted.  
 Treat everyone courteously and professionally at all times.  

 
Course Completion Policy 
No assignments will be accepted after our scheduled final exam day. Missing or Incomplete Assignments will be assigned 
a Zero (0). Elsewhere, you are responsible for keeping track of assignments and due dates. Students absent from 
campus with the sanction of the college will be allowed to make up missed in-class work only if they consult 
with me and make arrangements before the scheduled activity. We will adhere to the policies set out by DSC in 
the “Policies for Absences Related to College Functions.”  
 
Course Attendance Policy 
The policy is very simple. You are allowed 3 absences without penalty, but after your third absence your final 
grade will be lowered by one letter grade (i.e., from an A to B, B to C, C to D, and D to F) for each additional day 
you are absent. For example, if you have an “A” and you miss 5 classes, your final grade will be a “C.” Missing 7 or 
more classes makes it impossible to receive a passing grade in English 3350. I will only grant “excused” absences 
in cases of extreme emergency, and I will ask that you communicate your inability to come to class promptly. Any 
student who fails to communicate their needs due to an emergency will not be given the privilege of their 
absences being “excused.” ** You must also be on time to class. I will take roll at the beginning of class 
(sometimes merely by making a mental note of who’s in attendance), and if you are not present but show up 
within 10 minutes of the start of class, you will be marked tardy. Two tardies equal one absence. If you are more 
than 10 minutes late for class, you will be marked absent regardless of whether or not you show up after that 
time. If you feel the need to leave early, the same rules apply: less than 10 minutes equals one tardy; more than 10 
minutes equals one absence. There are no exceptions to this policy. 
 
If You Stop Attending Class 
If you stop attending class, it is your responsibility to drop the class before that semester’s drop deadline. This 
deadline date can be found at the DSC homepage (www.dixie.edu), on the left column, under the heading “Quick 
Links.” Click on the given semester’s class schedule. For Spring 2013, the drop date is March 1st. 
 



Course Participation Policy 
At the conclusion of each class, each student will receive a participation grade based on their daily performance. 
A (√+) is reserved for EXCEPTIONAL preparation and participation. This mark is equal to an “A,” and 
indicates that the student has come to class prepared to discuss the assigned reading, prepared to contribute 
each and every day to the discussion, and prepared to actively take notes, to use their notes for further comment, 
and to contribute to the collective success of the class. A (√) is reserved for ABOVE AVERAGE preparation 
and participation. This mark is equal to a “B,” and indicates that the student has come to class prepared to 
discuss the assigned reading, prepared to contribute each and every day to the discussion, and prepared to actively 
take notes, to use their notes for further comment, and to contribute to the collective success of the class but does 
so only 85% of the course meetings. A (√-) is reserved for AVERAGE preparation and participation. This 
mark is equal to a “C,” and indicates that the student has come to class prepared to discuss the assigned reading, 
prepared to contribute each and every day to the discussion, and prepared to actively take notes, to use their notes 
for further comment, and to contribute to the collective success of the class but does so only 75% of the course 
meetings. An (X) is reserved for BELOW AVERAGE preparation and participation and FOR ABSENCES. 
This mark is equal to a “D” or an “F,” and indicates that the student hasn’t come to class prepared, doesn’t 
contribute to the discussion, sleeps in class, etc. (N.b.: If you are not able to follow the “Course Conduct Policy,” 
are ill-prepared to turn in writing, etc. you will forfeit all of your participation points and will enter the final 
exam week with—if all other work is “A” quality—a mere 90% for the course, or an “A-.”)  
 
Electronic Device/Phone/Laptop Policy 
Texting in class and/or using a laptop to surf the Internet is not allowed. If you use a laptop to take notes, I 
will on occasion (and unannounced) ask to see your notes and expect for them to be extensive. If you can’t 
produce extensive notes for English 3350, you will receive a 2.5 point deduction from your participation grade 
until your grade is exhausted. In this case, you will forfeit all of your participation points and will enter the final 
exam week with a mere 90% for the course, or an “A-.” 
 
Late Work Policy  
I do not accept late assignments and do not provide extensions. The due dates are all clearly marked, and it is 
very important that you turn your poems/assignments in on time. For every day that your poems/assignments are 
late, you will lose one grade: 1 minute to 24 hours late = minus one grade deduction; 25 to 48 hours late = minus 
two grade deductions; 49 + hours late = failing grade (F).  
 
Academic Honesty Policy 
This class is set up to give you the greatest chance possible at not only passing the class but also at earning the 
most excellent grade you can. Please do not abuse my trust by turning in work that is not your own. Plagiarism is 
cheating and will be treated seriously. N.b.: Allyn and Bacon explain that “plagiarism occurs whenever you take 
someone else’s work and pass it off as your own. Plagiarism has two forms: borrowing another person’s ideas 
without giving credit through proper citation and borrowing another writer’s language without giving credit 
through quotation marks or block indentation” (624).  
 
The Dixie State College Policy/Procedure: ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE  
34.1 Cheating: Academic dishonesty in any form will not be tolerated at Dixie State College, including but not 
limited to plagiarism on written assignments, submitting other person's work as one's own, and cheating on 
exams or quizzes. Teachers at Dixie State College may discipline students proven guilty of academic dishonesty 
by:  
34.1.1 Giving a failing grade on the specific assignment where dishonesty occurred,  
34.1.2 Failing the student in the entire course,  
34.1.3 Immediately dismissing and removing the student from the course, and/or  
34.1.4 Referring the student to Student Affairs, a committee which may reprimand, place on probation, suspend, 
and/or expel the student.  



34.2 Disruptive Behavior: Teachers at Dixie State College have the right to manage the classroom environment to 
ensure a good learning climate. Toward this end, teachers (or college security) may dismiss and remove 
disruptive students from individual class activities. If a student's behavior continues to disrupt class activities, 
the teacher may dismiss and cause the removal of disruptive students from their course.  
34.3 Student Appeals: Students who believe themselves wrongfully disciplined may appeal those disciplinary 
actions through the standard grievance procedure. (Policy 5-35) 
  
Course Action for Dismissing Students for Disruptive Behavior Policy 
1. Warning verbally: I will inform the student that the behavior is unacceptable and that it must change 
immediately. While not part of the sequence, if I give a verbal warning I always make a point to tell my 
department chair that I've started the process with a student. 
 
2. Written warning: I will inform the student with a formal warning that the continuing unacceptable behavior 
must change or the student will be dismissed from class. At this point I always give a copy of the formal warning 
to the department chair, and explain the ongoing situation.  
 
3. Dismissal. I notify the student that I've dropped them from the class and I give them a referral to the chair, who 
can refer to the dean, who can refer to the AVP. 
______________________________________ 
 
Course Assistance 
Instructor Assistance: Please feel free to come by during office hours or to schedule an appointment with me to 
discuss your writing. You may also email me regarding questions or problems—although I will not edit entire 
assignments through email (specific questions are encouraged). I check email daily during the week and usually 
on the weekends unless I am out of town. Please don’t wait until right before an assignment is due to email or 
phone in questions as I may not answer in time. Please don’t be shy about approaching me.  
 
Student Support Services  
Library http://library.dixie.edu  
Testing Center http://new.dixie.edu/testing  
Writing Center and OWL http://new.dixie.edu/english/dsc_writing_center.php  
Tutoring Center http://dsc.dixie.edu/tutoring  
 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Statement 
If you suspect or are aware that you have a disability that may affect your success in the course you are strongly 
encouraged to contact the Disability Resource Center (DRC) located in the North Plaza Building. The disability 
will be evaluated and eligible students will receive assistance in obtaining reasonable accommodations. Phone #: 
435-652-7516.   
______________________________________ 
 
“Only editors know the awful truth: how bad even the best narrative stories look in the beginning. Successful rewriting requires a fierce 
sense of competition with yourself, not anyone else. You must be dogged in reaching for your personal best.” 
        —Anne Hull, “Revising – Over and Over Again” 
 
Spring 2013 Course Schedule (subject to revision if needed) 
 
Keys to Reading the Spring 2013 Course Schedule 
Read/Tasks… =    Homework 
Portfolio # 1, etc =  Portfolio # 1, etc.  
Blake & Bly =   Elements of Business Writing 
Cruise & Anton =  Adobe In-Design CS4 



Date In Class Reading/Tasks for Next 
Meeting 

Assignment Due 

Week 1 ~ Course Overview ~   
T Jan 8 Course 

Introduction/Syllabus 
__ __ 

R Jan 10 Building Reader Interest; 
Articulate Objectives for 
Publication… 

Blake & Bly, Chapter 1, 
pp. 1-16 
 
Think of a few story 
assignments related to the 
English Dept. 

__ 

Week 2 ~ Project Launch ~   
T Jan 15 Group Discussion, Quiz 1 

 
__ __ 

R Jan 17 Reporting v. Rhetoric, 
Style, Structure, Parts of a 
Newsletter (article, filler, 
formatting, etc.) 
 

Blake & Bly, Chapter 2, 
pp. 17-34 
 
Cruise & Anton, pp. 1-13, 
16-17 
 
Research & Writing 

Preliminary Query 
Letter for Story Ideas  

DUE 
 

(1-page, informal: 
workshop) 

Week 3 ~ Writing/Editing ~   
T Jan 22 Group Discussion, Quiz 2 

 
__ __ 

R Jan 24 Research/Interview 
Techniques 
 
Workshops/Editorial 
Meetings Begin 

Blake & Bly, Chapter 3, 
pp. 35-54 
 
Cruise & Anton, pp. 19-27 
 
Research & Writing 

__ 

Week 4 ~ Writing/Editing ~   
T Jan 29 Group Discussion, Quiz 3 

 
Cruise & Anton, pp. 39-
57 

__ 

R Jan 31 Workshops/Editorial 
Meetings Cont.  
 
InDesign Exercises: 
Explore the Software 

Blake & Bly, Chapter 4, 
pp. 55-73 
 
Polish and Ready Essays 
for Publication 

Query Letter  
DUE 

 
(1-2 pages, formal: 

workshop) 
Week 5 ~ Copy Editing ~   
T Feb 5 Group Discussion, Quiz 4 

 
__ __ 

R Feb 7 Workshops/Editorial 
Meetings Cont.  
 
InDesign Exercises: Page 
Design 
 

Blake & Bly, Chapter 6, 
pp. 93-105 
 
Cruise & Anton, pp. 58-
77, 197-212  
 
Copy Edit Colleagues’ 
Writing 

__ 

Week 6 ~ Copy Editing ~   



T Feb 12 Group Discussion, Quiz 5 
 

__ __ 

R Feb 14 Consolidate Texts, Edit for 
Submission 
 
InDesign Exercises: 
Formatting 

Blake & Bly, Chapter 6, 
pp. 105-113 
 
Copy Edit Colleagues’ 
Writing 

Two Reviews 
DUE 

 
(Each Review:  

1 page, single spaced) 
Week 7 ~ Copy Editing ~   
T Feb 19 Group Discussion, Quiz 6 

 
Cruise & Anton, pp. 83-

102 
__ 

R Feb 21 InDesign Exercises: 
Formatting 
 

Blake & Bly, Chapter 6, 
pp. 113-123 
 

__ 

Week 8    
T Feb 26 No Class—Research Day __ 

 
*(work toward the 
midterm portfolio) 

 
R Feb 28 Discussion of Research & 

Portfolio Preparation 
 

__ 
 

__ 
 

Week 9 ~ Manuscript Planning ~   
T Mar 5 Class Development MS 

Structure, Layout 
Guidelines Established, 
Copyediting Cont. 
 

__ 
 

__ 
 

R Mar 7 InDesign Report # 1: “Text” 
 

Cruise & Anton, pp. 123-
141  
 

Portfolio # 1 
DUE 

Week 10 <~~--*--~~> * ◊ * <~~--*--~~>   
T Mar 12 Spring Break! 

Have a fun & safe one! 
 

__ __ 

R Mar 14 Spring Break! 
Have a fun & safe one! 

 

__ 
 

__ 
 

Week 11 ~ Layout ~   
T Mar 19 InDesign Report # 2: 

“Objects” 
Cruise & Anton, pp. 155-
184  

__ 

R Mar 21 
 

Groups Begin/Complete 
Layout Preparation, 
Graphic to Incorporate, 
Rewriting, Critiques,  
Publishing Plan 

__ __ 

Week 12 ~ Layout ~   
T Mar 26 Groups Continue Layout 

Preparation, Graphic to 
Incorporate, Rewriting, 
Critiques 

Cruise & Anton, pp. 239-
254  

 

Query Letter  
DUE 

(1-2 pages, formal: 
workshop) 

 



R Mar 28 Groups Continue Layout 
Preparation, Graphic to 
Incorporate, Rewriting, 
Critiques 

__ __ 

Week 13 ~ Layout ~   
T Apr 2 Layout, Copyediting, Re-

Writes,  
 

__ Two Features 
DUE 

(Each Feature: 2 pages, 
formal: workshop) 

R Apr 4 Layout, Copyediting, Re-
Writes 
 

__ __ 

Week 14 ~ Layout ~   
T Apr 9 Layout, Copyediting, Re-

Writes  
 

__ __ 

R Apr 11 Layout, Copyediting, Re-
Writes  
 

__ __ 

Week 15 ~ Output ~   
T Apr 16 PDF Preparation, Final 

Editing, Publication 
 

__ __ 

R Apr 18 PDF Preparation, Final 
Editing, Publication 
 

__ __ 

Week 16 ~ Publication ~   
T Apr 23 PDF Preparation, Final 

Editing, Publication 
 

__ __ 

R Apr 25 No Class—College 
Reading Day! 

__ __ 

Exam Week <~~--*--~~> * ◊ * <~~--*--~~>   
T Apr 30 FINAL EXAM: 8-10am __ Portfolio # 2 

DUE  
 
 
 


